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1. INTRODUCTION 
The capability of obtaining solution formulations for boundary and initial 
value problems which automatically include prescribed data and body 
configurations has led investigators over the past century to formulate 
various problems in static and dynamic elasticity in terms of integral equa- 
tions. The basis for integral representations of the solutions of general 
linear elasticity problems is the reciprocal work theorem of E. Betti [I]. 
Early developments in this area came from the Italian elasticians, notably 
Cerruti, Somigliana, Lauricella and Tedone. In 1905 Fredholm [2] treated 
the theory of linear elastostatics in conjunction with the theory of linear 
integral equations. The solution of the scalar wave equation as a potential 
solution was first achieved by Poisson [3] and later by Kirchhoff [4]. 
Analytic solutions to singular boundary integral equations are impossible 
to achieve except for the simplest of problems and geometries. Use of a 
boundary identity analogous to Green’s boundary formula and the capa- 
bility of solving very large systems of linear algebraic equations with the 
digital computer has led to renewed interest in this area. Recent analytical 
and numerical work along such lines has been done in the areas of potential 
theory (Jaswon and Ponter [5]), elastostatics (Rizzo [6]), acoustics (Banaugh 
[7]), and steady-state elastodynamics (Kupradze [S]). Similar efforts have 
been made in the area of transient elastodynamics by Doyle [9] and 
* This paper is based on a portion of the author’s dissertation submitted in partial 
fulfillment of the requirements of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at the University 
of Washington, Seattle, Washington. 
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Nowacki [lo] but neither author obtained the boundary formula and did 
not achieve solution capability. 
The solution of the transient problem in linear elastodynamics by integral 
equations is possible in the Laplace transform space as the hyperbolic equa- 
tions of motion become elliptic partial differential equations. Part I of this 
paper deals with the formulation of the integral equation representation of the 
solution in the transform space and the question of the inversion of the 
Laplace transform by a real variable numerical procedure. Part II deals with 
the task of solving sets of integral equations numerically, of affecting the 
numerical inversion of the Laplace transform, and presents some examples 
of numerical verification. 
The formulation of integral solutions is possible due to the existence of 
fundamental solutions of the Laplace transformed equations of motion 
corresponding to dynamic concentrated forces in the infinite medium. These 
fundamental solutions in conjunction with the form of Betti’s theorem appro- 
priate to the transformed space yield a vector identity which corresponds to 
Somigliana’s identity in elastostatics and Green’s third identity in potential 
theory. Taking the field point to lie on the physical boundary of the problem 
results in constraint equations on the transformed displacement and traction 
vectors. This constraint equation has its equivalent in elastostatics given by 
Rizzo [6]. 
When boundary data from a well-posed problem is specified, the constraint 
equations become sets of simultaneous integral equations with the unknown 
transformed boundary data as explicit unknowns. Solution of these integral 
equations is dependent upon the ability to obtain a real-valued numerical 
inversion of the Laplace transform. A method presented by Papoulis [l l] 
which involves only a sequence of real, positive values of the Laplace trans- 
form parameter is used for this numerical inversion. The integral equations 
can then be solved as parametric solutions for the real valued sequence. 
Generation of the displacement and stress components within the body can 
be obtained by a vector and tensor identity, respectively. 
This approach to the formulation of the solution of problems in elasticity 
and wave propagation has three compelling features. The formulation is 
valid for bodies of arbitrary shape and connectivity and for general specifica- 
tion of boundary conditions, initial data, and body force. The formulation is 
readily obtainable for two or three dimensions and solutions of the first, 
second, or mixed boundary-value problems are obtainable with equal ease. 
The steps leading to the integral equations are logically direct and deal with 
boundary and initial data only with no involvement of auxilliary scalar and 
vector displacement potentials or region dependent Green tensor functions, 
This simplifies the boundary conditions, precludes additional analytical 
considerations for special geometries, yields the physically meaningful 
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boundary and field quantities directly, and in general offers the utmost in 
generality and applicability to nontrivial problems. The extension of the 
analysis presented in this paper to problems with material anisotropy and 
with inhomogeneity, i.e., inclusions, is currently under investigation. 
The usual indicial notation of Cartesian tensor analysis is used. The field 
equations are derived on the basis of small displacement theory for a linear, 
isotropic, homogeneous, elastic material. Regular regions and infinite regular 
regions are implied and defined in the sense of Kellogg [12]. The displace- 
ments are said to be regular at infinity if rui and Y~u?,~ are both bounded as Y 
increases to infinity. A function is said to be of class C(n) in a region if the 
function and its partial derivatives up to and including order n are continuous 
in that region. 
2. FIELD EQUATIONS 
Let R denote a regular or infinite regular region imbedded in a Euclidean 
point space of three, E3, or four, E4, dimensions. Let the coordinates be denoted 
as (x, t) where x denotes the orthogonal spatial coordinates xi , x2 in E3 and 
x1 , x2 , x3 in E4, and where t denotes time. 
Let S denote the surface which bounds the body represented by the region 
R. Associated with each differential surface element will be an outward 
pointing unit normal vector, ni . 
If the displacement vector associated with each point x E R + S is given 
by ui , where 
ui = 2+(x, t), (2.1) 
then the equations of motion of the linear isotropic elastic body are 
a% 
(h’ - c2z) %,ij 4 c2%,ii +fj = YJ$ 
with the propagation velocities of dilatational and distortional waves in the 
unbounded material respectively given as 
Cl 
2-x+2w 
-- and, c22 zzz ” 
P P’ 
and where f$ is the body force vector per unit mass. 
It is assumed that ui E C(2) with the exception of possible surfaces of 
discontinuity, @ E R, where ui is continuous. On these surfaces it is known 
(see Love 1131, p. 206) that the kinematic jump condition, 
8% [ I at = - cnk aui 1 1 ax,' (2.4) 
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as well as the momentum requirement 
[Uji?zj] = - pc [$I , (2.5) 
must be satisfied where [f] =f+ -f -. 
It is further assumed that the stresses and displacements satisfy certain 
boundary conditions: 
ajjnj = $i(X, t) x E s, 
uj = &(X, t) x E s,; (2.6) 
and initial conditions, 
uj(x, 07) = t+,,(x) x E R + S 
2 (x, 0+) = z&,(x) x E R + S. (2.7) 
When R is the infinite regular region, the displacement vector must also 
be regular at infinity. When these conditions are met, then the solution to a 
given problem is unique. 
The constitutive equation for the linear elastic, isotropic, and homogeneous 
solid is 
ujj = p{(c,2 - 24 u r,?- &, + c2y%,i + %,i)> cw 
and the stress vector on a differential element with normal, ni , is given by 
tj = ujjni . (2.9) 
The Laplace transform of a functionf(x, t) is defined as 
f(x, k) = %f(x, t)> = j,mI(x, t) ckt dt 
for f(x, t) at least piecewise continuous in time. This integral will exist for 
f(x, t) bounded at infinity and where the real part of the complex parameter 
k, 9(k), is greater than some positive constant. The transform function, 
f(x, k) is analytic for W(k) > 0. This property is important when considering 
the numerical inversion of the transformed function. 
Since the displacement vector is continuous and its first derivatives are 
piecewise continuous, it is apparent that 
&(X, k) = 6Pk(%(% t)I and %,i(x, 4 = %{qi(x, t)>. (2.11) 
However, these operations will no longer commute when the function 
contains singularities, as is possible with the higher derivatives of the dis- 
placement vector. However, by utilizing the kinematic conditions at the 
propagating singular surfaces the equations of motion, Eq. (2.2), are trans- 
formed into, 
(~1" - ~2") tii,ij + C22tZj,ii +fi - k22zj + zijo + kU,o = 0, (2.12) 
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where fi(x, t) is assumed to be piecewise continuous and where the initial 
data vectors ujO and zijo are assumed to be at least continuous. Since the stress 
vector and the constitutive relation depend only on the first derivatives of 
the displacement vector, it is apparent that they transform simply to 
ii = cTiinj (2.13) 
and 
O{j = p{(Cl" - 2Cs2) Zir,, 6, + C2"(Zi#,j + Zij,i,i)}* (2.14) 
Equation (2.12) is an elliptic partial differential equation and is more 
amenable to numerical solution. The solution for the transformed displace- 
ment vector will be found as a function of the transform parameter, K, and 
will satisfy the transformed boundary conditions 
id = &(x, k) x E St 
zii = l&(x, k) x E s, . (2.15) 
This solution will then be inverted with respect to K to obtain the solution 
as a function of time. In order to achieve this it is first necessary to determine 
the particular solution to Eq. (2.12) corresponding to a dynamic point force 
in an infinite medium. 
3. SINGULAR INFLUENCE TENSORS 
Let zj(x, k) be the Laplace transform of a revised body force per unit 
volume according to 
xj(X, k, = P[h(X3 k, + fijo(X) + K%O(X>l~ 
The transformed equations of motion can now be written 
(3.1) 
1 
(cl2 - cg2) zii,ij + c22fij,ii - k2zlj = - - xj . 
P 
(3.2) 
Following Doyle [9], who transformed the result of Sternberg and 
Eubanks [14], it can be shown by direct substitution that 
satisfies Eq. (3.2) identically if the vector Gi(x, k) satisfies 
(Va - Q) (V2 - 6,“) ei(x, k) = - --$ a&, (3.4) 
(3.3) 
where fi2 = k2/ci2. 
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The vector e,(x, k) is the transformed equivalent of the Galerkin vector 
in elastostatics and has been shown to be complete. 
A particular integral of Eq. (3,4) may be written: 
Q,(Q) = l J 
aTf”pc22(~~2 - t-1”) 
&(Q’) KtQ, 9’) - &tQ, 8’11 dV(Q’) (3.5) 
R, 
with Q, Q’ field points E R, , the infinite regular region. The singular kernels 
are, in two dimensions, 
01 = 2, fG(Q, Q') = Gl [$- ~CQ, (271 , (3.6) 
where K, is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of zero order, and 
in three dimensions, 
a = 4, 
G t Q , Q ’ )  = 
,-(7d~~)dQ.Q’) 
(Q &‘) l (3.7) > 
The distance between points Q and Q’ is r and is given by 
Y = [(Xi - &) (Xi - l$)]l’“. (3-V 
Let a body force density per unit volume be represented by 
& = Fi S(Q - p), (3.9) 
where S(Q - p) is the Dirac delta “function” in two or three dimensions 
and where Fi is an arbitrary finite constant vector. This expression (3.9) 
represents a concentrated transformed dynamic force at the point p(x) E R, , 
Applying expression (3.9) to Eq. (3.5) results in the transformed Galerkin 
vector corresponding to the concentrated load at p(x): 
The singularity method results here in the correct representation of the 
solution for the transformed dynamic point force, but, as Sternberg and 
Eubanks [15] point out, this method may also lead to spurious solutions~ 
The property of the singularity of Eq. (3.9) 
(3.11) 
is insufficient for the uniqueness of the solution (3.3) as other singularities 
may give rise to the same result (3.11). The Dirac “function” also does not 
satisfy the necessary condition for Eq. (3.5) to be valid, namely, that the 
409/22/1-17 
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body force vector satisfy a Holder condition at p(x) (c.f., Kellogg [12]). 
However, by utilizing the necessity and sufficiency conditions of Sternberg 
and Eubanks [15], the validity of Eq. (3. IO) can be established. 
For concentrated loads in each of the orthogonal directions, three cor- 
responding dynamic Galerkin vectors are obtainable from the tensor com- 
ponents: 
P 
GAS) = anpC22(t22 _ 512) - hK(Q, P) - G(Q, ~11, (3.12) 
where Sij is the usual Kronecker delta, by the operation 
Gj = Gij Si,L?, = Gijei (3.13) 
on the unit vectors ei . Further, use of Eq. (3.3) and an operation of the type 
(3.13) will result in the following singular influence tensor: 
(3.14) 
in which for two dimensions the functions $ and x are given in terms of the 
Bessel function by 
(3.15) 
and for three dimensions by 
(3.16) 
Now if through Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) a set of traction vectors is computed 
for each tij implied by (3.14), and again noting (3.13), the companion tensor, 
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is the result. In the case of two dimensions the indices in Eqs. (3.11) through 
(3.17) have the values (1,2). 
4. SOMIGLIANA IDENTITIES 
By utilizing now the form of Betti’s theorem appropriate to the transformed 
dynamic state which satisfies all previously defined material and analytic 
conditions, the following expression may be written 
jRmR, -c(Q) ms, P) dVQ2) = js+r%(Q) CXQ~ P> dS(Q) 
- 
s 6(Q) o;(Qd ds(Q). (4.1) s-l-r 
A small region R' completely enclosing p(x) having surface r is excluded 
from the integration due to the singular nature of tensors T$ and 0: . 
It can be verified utilizing the methods of potential theory (c.f., Kellogg 
[12]) as one allows R' to shrink to the point p(x) that the following limits 
result : 
I R-R’ %Q> &%Q, P) dV(Q) -+ j, &i(Q) u:(Q, P) dV(Q) 
j,,, q(Q) T;(Q, p) dS(Q) -d&(p) + j, &i(Q) C:(Qy P)WQ). (4.2) 
Substitution of expressions (4.2) into Eq. (4.1) and defining 
oij = (l/P) I?$ , Fsj = (l/P) 5?2 results in, 
This vector identity may be viewed as the transformed dynamic equivalent 
to Somigliana’s identity for the displacement vector in elastostatics (see Love 
[13]). A similar identity may be obtained for the components of the trans- 
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formed stress tensor for the field point p(x) by utilizing Eq. (4.3) and the 
constitutive Eq. (2.14): 
where the third-order tensor kernels are given by 
The comma-differentiation is to be taken with respect to the coordinates 
of the point of integration, and since the stresses are found by taking deriva- 
tives of Eq. (4.3) with respect to the solution point, a change of sign in Eq. 
(4.5) is required. This sign change arises from the identity 
where 
n ar -- 
z= ax,' 
Y = [(Xi - &) (Xi - &)]““. 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
5. THE BOUNDARY AND RELATED INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
‘The integrals in Eq. (4.3) are similar to the single and double layer scalar 
potentials. These integrals may be written as 
and 
&(P> = j/i(Q) u,i(Q, P) dS(Q) (5.1) 
$j,(p, = js,-Li(Q) I'ii(Q, P) NQ). (5.2) 
Let P(x) be a point on the boundary S of R and investigate the behavior of the 
potentials (5.1) and (5.2) for densities ai(Q) bounded and pi(Q) satisfying a 
Holder condition on S as p(x) ---, P(x). If 
b$&) =BiCp) and lim It,(p) = &P) 
P-p 
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then letting p(x) + P(x) it can be verified when P(x) is not at an edge that, 
$,(J'> = j, k(Q) &(Q, P> dS(Q) (5.3) 
and 
$j(J') = - 3 i&(P) + 1, b(Q) rji(Q, f') dS(Q)* (5.4) 
The integral on S is to be defined in the sense of the Cauchy Principle Value. 
Therefore, incorporating the results, (5.3) and (5.4), into Eq. (4.3) the follow- 
ing key relation is obtained: 
= I R -%(Q) ojt(Q, P) dV(Q), (5.5) 
in which K will be regular according to the classification of singular operators 
by Mushkhelishvili [16] f or all admissible values of Poisson’s ratio. This 
equation can be viewed as constraint equations between the transformed 
traction vector and displacement vector on the surface and the transformed 
body force on the interior of the body. Of course, in physical problems the 
traction vector and displacement vector are not known concurrently over 
the entire body. Thus, the mechanism of solution is to regard the functional 
equation (5.5) as integral equations of varying types according as data 
appropriate to the traction, displacement, or mixed typed problems are 
prescribed. Unknowns then are the remaining boundary data not prescribed. 
Once these are obtained the transformed field is subsequently generated by 
means of the identities (4.3) and (4.4). Inversion of the transformed field 
completes the solution. 
For definiteness, the remaining discussion in this section will be confined 
to the two-dimensional problem. For the second boundary value problem the 
stresses on the surface S are known functions and the following integral 
equation results: 
14(P) + J, &(Q> T,i(Q, P) dS(Q) = wj(P), (5.6) 
where m,(P) is the known vector 
m,(P) = j, UQ) o,dQ, p) WQ) + 1, %Q) o,dQ, p> WQ). (5.7) 
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Although Eq. (5.6) is similar to Fredholm’s equation (second kind), the 
function inij is not a Fredholm kernell, i.e., 
‘,ii nir(P, Q) eisTj, # 0, i=dY, P-8) 
in which 0 is the angle of the chord from P to Q with the x1 direction, whereas 
this limit must be zero for a Fredholm kernel. However, the kernel will be 
a “Quasi-Fredholm” kernel if 
1 
K = % [ log 
det(Adi - &) 
det(& + B,) I s = ” P-9) 
in which case the Fredholm alternative will apply. In Eq. (5.9) the bracket 
denotes the jump in the enclosed quantity as a circuit of S is taken. For the 
Eq. (5.6) the following definitions hold for Aii and Bij , 
Aij = + Sij , Bij = Iii vir(P, Q) eiOpjj . (5.10) 
After some lengthy calculations it can be found that 
det(Aij - Bij) = det(Aii + B,) (5.11) 
and therefore that K = 0, such that the Fredholm alternative holds. Thus, 
following the usual procedure for Fredholm equations it is desired to deter- 
mine if the equation, 
(5.12) 
has nontrivial solutions. Let p, be a point in R, , the exterior region comple- 
mentary to R and let the solution in R, to the homogeneous problem (5.12), 
zi,,(p,), be regular at infinity. Further, let the positive direction of S always 
be chosen such that region is on the right of S. The uniqueness of the solutions 
in R and R. then requires that 
and 
%(pc) = - 1, %(Q) PdQ, PC> dS(Q) z 0, (5.13) 
for points p E R and p, E R, . Investigation of the jumps in the Eqs. (5.13) 
1 For the discussion of Fredholm operators and Quasi-Fredholm operators the 
reader is directed to Mushkhelshvili [16], Chapters 6 and 19. 
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as points p and p, are taken to the boundary P reveals that the following 
expressions are achieved, respectively, 
and 
B W) - I, h(Q) %(Q, P) WQ) = 0, 
conditions which can hold at the surface only if 
iii(P) EE 0. 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
Therefore, Eq. (5.12) has no nontrivial solutions and by the Fredholm 
alternative Eq. (5.6) has a solution and it is unique. 
For the first boundary value problem, the boundary displacements are 
known and the following integral equation results: 
s ii(Q) rt,i(Q, P) WQ) = ~C’), (5.16) S 
where 
(5.17) 
A unique solution is expected here, as well, and this is equivalent to the fact 
that &(Q) = 0 is the only solution to the homogeneous form of (5.15). Proof 
of this is a straightforward extension of that given by Rizzo [6] for the 
elastostatic case. 
The third boundary value problem, with the stresses prescribed on part 
of the surface, S, , and the displacements prescribed on the remainder of 
the surface, S, , results in the following integral equation: 
t q(p) + Sstli,(Q) ~AJ't Q) dS(Q) - Ssu G(Q) odf', Q> dS(Q) = VdP) 
for 
(5.18) 
+ 1, X(Q) UG(P~ Q) d'(Q)* (5.19) 
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Finally, the application of the above to multiply-connected regions is 
immediate when boundary data on all surfaces is specified and when the 
surface integrals are taken in the proper sense. Single valued displacements 
and stresses automatically result. The specific means of numerically solving 
the above integral equations is given in the second part of the paper. 
6. NUMERICAL INVERSION OF THE'LAPLACE TRANSFORM 
The formal inversion of a transformed function is given by an integration 
in the complex k-plane as 
for a real positive number, b. 
However the formal inversion by path integration is a difficult task due to 
the presence of branch points and attendant branch cuts. It is also in the 
nature of the solution method employed in this paper that the transformed 
quantities are not known as closed-form functions of, the complex variable, K. 
It is therefore desireable to perform the inversion numerically for a sequence 
of real values of the transform parameter, k. 
As Bellman [17] indicates, this is no mean task due to the instability of the 
inversion process. However, Bellman is interested in the behavior of the 
inverse function for intermediate and large values of time. 
Papoulis [ll] has presented a technique which is quite suited to the goals 
of this study and which does not exhibit early instability in the inversion 
process. 
The laplace transform off(t) is given by 
for W(K) > b, a positive constant. 
Let this transform be evaluated for an infinite sequence of equally spaced 
points on the real-K axis with 
k, = a + nb, n = 0, I,..., m ,..., (6.3) 
where a and b are arbitrary positive numbers. It can be shown that the trans- 
form of fi(t) is unique at these points. 
Papoulis [l l] then assumed that the response function fi(t) can be expanded 
in the series 
flw = z. GAdt), (6.4) 
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where the functions &,,(t) are known and the constants C, are to be deter- 
mined from knowledge of f(k,J. The $i,(t) functions are to be a complete 
orthogonal set. The particular set used in this analysis is the trigonometric 
set. 
It is first necessary to change variables in the Laplace transform off,(t) by 
letting 
e-bi = cos 8, (6.5) 
and then the time interval (0, co) is transformed into the f? interval of (0, rrj2). 
Next define f(0), 
fl(t) =fl (- $ In cos 8) q-(e). (6.6) 
With this relation, Eq. (6.2) becomes 
bf(k) == /,“f(e) (COS ey+l sin e de. (6.7) 
Specifying that K, = (2n + 1) b, 
bf[6(2ff + l)] = jl”f(B) cos e2n sin e de. (6.8) 
Assume thatf(0) has an odd extension for 0 < 0 and thatf(0) - 0, and then 
a complete representation of f(0) can be given as 
f(e) = f Cm sin(2m + 1) e. 
7W=O 
(6.9) 
By using the expression for the product 
(cos q2m sin e = 
( 
efs +2 e-f3)zm (“” ii’-“) , (6.10) 
and by expanding the product it can be shown that 
2en(~~~ ep sin e 
= sin(2n + 1) e + ..a 
+ rct3 - (2 ,)I sin[2(n - m) + l] 0 + .a* 
+ [(‘,“, - (,” J] sin 8. (6.11) 




+ [(‘,n) - (, 2” 1)] sin 0) sin(2m + 1) 0 de, (6.12) 
which, because of the orthogonality of the trigonometric functions, reduces to 
; 2%fC(2n + 1) b] 
= [(‘,n, - (,“_” lj] co + *** + [(2mnj - (,‘” 1)] G-rn + -*a + G * 
(6.13) 
The coefficients of the C,, are given by Papoulis [I 11 and present no diffi- 
culty in calculating exactly. The solution for the Cn’s is then a simple proce- 
dure and can be done to any desired accuracy because of the triangular 
form of (6.13). 
It is therefore apparent that if all of the numerical operations above can 
be effected, the transient solutions to a very general set of boundary value 
problems can be found. The solutions to the appropriate integral equations 
which are parametric functions of the sequence k, must be found numeri- 
cally. These solutions are then parametric functions of the k, and can be 
inverted to obtain their transient time-varying behavior. The inversion 
procedure is the same for field or boundary points, for stresses or for dis- 
placements. All requisite numerical procedures as well as certain example 
solutions are presented in Part II of this paper. 
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